Netanyahu: “I Speak For All Jews”

The leader of the Jewish State openly admits the obvious— he speaks for all Jews. Beyond the silly Jewish games to confuse Gentiles regarding false opposition by Jews to the Jewish State [they brag about such tactics in their own writings how they “distract and confuse the Goyim”], Big Jew, Netanyahu is just stating what anyone with a brain already is aware of. Jews are a nation within all nations and only loyal to Jewry, the Jewish State and its international Jewish power structure that it rests upon. How do you think the Israeli Lobby has Washington over a barrel? Look no further then the Jewish Federal Reserve Bank, and the Jewish Plutocratic elites who are the top 1%. 911 was an inside job done by the Jews for Israel and the Yinon Plan, plans to expand the Israeli border even further and exterminate the Arab states.

911 was a terrorist attack on American soil organized and carried out by the Mossad and their Jewish networks in control of American key positions. This was witnessed early by the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty, killing many American service men in a false flag attack:
http://www.911missinglinks.com/

This is why Anti-Zionism is ruled to be Anti-Semitism by European courts; because it literally is. International Zionism is International Jewry. What the Jews want is what Netanyahu wants, a war with Iran that will result in the killing of millions of innocent human beings in the Middle East. A million Iraqis and thousands of Americans are already dead over the Jewish Neo-con invasion of Iraq on what they already admitted was nothing but a false pretext and lies. Now the Jews are lying to everyone about Iran incessantly in order to do the same. How many more millions of innocents will have to die for the Jew World Order?

Netanyahu: “I will go to Congress like I went to Paris – to speak for all Jews.”

“I went to Paris not just as the prime minister of Israel but as a representative of the entire Jewish people,” Netanyahu said, during a conference for French-speaking Likud activists. “Just as I went to Paris, so I will go anyplace I’m invited to convey the Israeli position against those who want to kill us. Those who want to kill us are, first and foremost, any Iranian regime that says outright it plans to destroy us. I will not hesitate to say what’s needed to warn against this danger, and prevent it.”
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“Genocide is permissible” according to insane Times of Israel
http://www.salon.com/2014/08/01/genocide_is_permissible_according_to_insane_times_of_israel_op_ed/
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"Our race is the Master Race. We Jews are divine gods on this planet. We are as different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our race, other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races are considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a rod of iron. The masses will lick our feet and serve us as our slaves."
- Prime Minister Menachem Begin (Israeli Prime Minister. Speech to the Knesset. Source: "Begin and the Beasts," New Statesman, June 1982)
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Israel’s bus company Egged has accepted this ad in Jerusalem: Statement of the kingdom. From the teachings=instructions of the [Lubavitcher] rabbi. “The Gentile does not want anything. He waits to be told what the Jew wants!”
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson (1902-1994).

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/01/rabbi-schneersons-contempt-for-non-jews/